Procedure:

1. Read the Connection section of this lesson to the students.
2. Revisit the film and discuss the types of food Skippy ate. We are trying to
get students to understand that Skippy ate healthy foods and healthy foods
are generally grown in nature and are colorful!
3. Ask students to think about which kangaroo ate healthy foods and how they
know. Skippy ate healthy foods. I know this because I remember a part in
the film where Skippy was eating all the fruits and veggies from the garden!
4. Ask students where they can get the healthy foods that Skippy was eating in
the garden? Kids should understand that they can access these foods at
their local grocery store and find some of these foods at convenience
stores. Some kids may also have access to a garden or farmers market.
5. Explain to students that our bodies do great things when we eat a
RAINBOW of healthy foods from nature. Each of the different colors of
healthy foods that come from nature helps our body do amazing things.
6. Ask students to share what amazing things their bodies can do? (running,
dancing, skipping, climbing, thinking, creating, etc…).
7. Teach students that healthy foods from nature have naturally occurring
colors and nutrients that do good things for our bodies.
8. Introduce the activity for today. Tell students that they are going to design
a lunch plate using the plate handout and different foods they can color, cut
and glue onto their plates (all below). Remind students that they want a
rainbow of foods on their lunch plate so they can go out and be a Superhero
Of Recess! They will need a lot of good energy to play today.
9. Allow time for students to work and design their plates.
10. Give time for students to share their thinking with partners first, then the
whole group.
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